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is not so resolved. Evanescence itself does not vanish. When you
have reduced all finite things to phantoms, unsubstantial as the things
of a dream, the dream world itself remains to be accounted for ; and
more than that obviously fhe mind, which perceives and pronounces that
it is a dream world cannot belong to that world. In ascribing to
mtelligence the function of rising above and abolishing the distinction
from substance of finite things, Spinoza virtually exempts intelligence
itself from the process of abolition. The criterion of the illusory cannot
ie itself illusory^
The reader would no doubt feel delighted in finding how closely
this reasoning accords with that of Shankar. When he adduced
the instance of a mirage or of the mother-o5 pearl, or of the rope-snake
to illustrate the doctrine of the Mclya, he did not fail to posit the
reality of the thing wliicli lay underneath the appearance which was
mistaken for something else; " the dreamland " in which. " the
dream?? is experienced is thus accounted for.
In his comment on the Bhagvat Gtta (XIII. 14) Shankar distinct
ly says, " everywhere the sat is present; not even the mirage
and the like can exist without a basis. TO ^Hi^FT^rtf^ hwkt
W^21
Is not this a sufficient answer to   those Sansbritists who
persist in saying that if the instances of the mirage, rope-
snake, &c., are quoted as illustrations, Slianbar can never
have meant to ascribe any kind of reality to the world of sense-
experience. But nothing can be clearer from his writings than
this, that he predicates the reality of appearances—appearances
on the sat-vastu itself which is Brahma, and he adds that
though no explanation can be given of these appearances, this
much is certain, that they can have no reality apart from or in-
dependent of the ^g on which those appearances are manifested.
(sWRf^F^r ^TE^). This is tantamount to saying that tlie world has
a phenomenal reality and that, apart from or independent of tlie
noumenon, it has no reality,
1 The italics in this para. are the does not rest on some reality. There
author's,                                 must be reality as the basis of illusion."
^ Cf. Surest arslcharya:- " We have see A- M- shastrrs Taitt ^ Mf7f
nowhere experienced an illusion wnicli

